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Introduction 
The main result of this paper is the following: Let A be a simply connected space 
and C = C(A) the reduced singular complex over some ring with unit R; and suppose 
that C is ‘homology-split’, i.e. C =H(C)@X where X is contractible; this will, e.g. 
always be the case if R is a field. The splitting is, of course, not natural. 
In this case, we show that HC is itself a co-algebra and, if Sz denotes the cobar- 
construction, then HQC is isomorphic CIS an algebra to H(SZHC,a) where a is a 
‘perturbation’ of the usual differential for SZHC. Using the usual filtration of Sz, 
E2(RHC, a) = H(QHC) with the usual differential. 
We thus get a very ‘concrete’ case of the Eilenberg-Moore theorem. 
This development was suggested by a similar result of Kuo-Tsai Chen, [6] and [7], 
in the case of R = the reals and X a ‘differentiable space’. Chen uses his iterated 
integrals; but the basic perturbation argument in 2.12 below is - apart from the 
context - exactly that of [7,1.3.1]. Our result is far more general, and the proof is 
exceedingly simple; the development is purely algebraic and becomes applicable to 
the loop space through the basic result of [l]. 
The main interest of the paper lies in this: That the algebraic machinery used is 
very similar to that used, e.g. by Neisendorfer or Halperin and Stasheff, in 
discussing ‘formality’ or its absence in the theory of rational homotopy type. The 
very simplicity of the present paper should enable one to explore the implications of 
this similarity. 
The basic perturbation argument, Section 2, has nothing to do with simple- 
connectivity; which is needed only for ‘naive convergence’. It seems to me that one 
should be able to analyze more sophisticated cases, because the argument is so very 
explicit. 
The result, as it stands, seems to be an isolated one: This is not so. It can be 
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‘understood’ from the point of view of ‘distinguished resolutions’ (dualized), of [2]. 
Also, the multiplicative structure can be discussed from a more general point of 
view: The usual proofs of the Eilenberg-Moore theorem do not include the 
Pontryagin-structure of Hf?X nevertheless, in the confines of a more general 
theory one need not rely on the more precise result of Adams. 
The importance of ‘homology split’ complexes was first noticed by Chen, and by 
Husemoller, Moore and Stasheff, [5, IV, 1.5.1 I am, as is obvious, much indebted to 
these authors. 
0. Coalgebras, cobar construction 
Let R be a ring with unit, and C= {C,}, a positively graded (i.e. C,,=O if n<O) 
coalgebra over R; the unit and co-product will be denoted by 
CAR, I//:C -C@C. 
Furthermore, we assume that C is supplemented, i.e. there is a morphisms of R- 
modules q : R-C such that sq = id. We shall call C connected if .s, q are isomorphism 
R * C0 and simply-connected if also C, = 0. s will denote the suspension-operator for 
graded objects and s-t its inverse. Thus (s-‘C)~= C,,+,. The differential of the 
suspended object is given by ds = -sd. 
We recall briefly the cobar construction GC of the supplemented coalgebra C: by 
JC we denoted the cokernel of q; thus C= R@JC. In the connected case (JC), = C,, 
for n > 0, (JC),, = 0. As an algebra f2C is the free tensor-algebra of s-‘JC. A typical 
element s-‘ct@-~~@s-‘c, is also written as (ct, . . ..c.,), with ( > denoting the unit. 
The differential d of s2C is given by the rules 
(i) d is a derivation, i.e. d(m) = (du)o + (-l)dimu~ du 
(ii) ds-’ =s-‘d + (s-l @s-l)6 where 6 : JC + JC@ JC is the composition 
JC-CLCCgC - JC@JC 
and the un-named maps come from the splitting C = R@ JC. 
1. Homology-split complexes 
Definition 1.1. Let C be a chain-complex over a commutative ring with unit, R. We 
say that C is homology-split if 
(i) There is a chain-map n: C+ C such that rrrr = n (i.e. n is a projection) with 
nd=dn=O. 
(ii) There is a chain-homotopy v: C+C such that 
l-n=dv+vd, 7w=vn=o, vv=o. 
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Remarks. Given the other conditions, but not ICY = vn = 0, vv = 0, these can still be 
asserted after v has been replaced by vdv. 
71 is determined by v. In terms of v, the condition (i) is dvd=d, dv2d =O. 
v satisfying (i) and (ii), or the pair (n, v) will be called a splitting. 
The boundaries, cycles and homology of C will be denoted by B=B(C), 
z = Z(C), H= H(C). 
Lemma 1.2. Suppose the sequences 
i k 
0-BcT_Z*--;-rH-0, 
J E 
i 4, 
O-Z-_Cz.B-0 
1 a” 
(i, j, k the natural map and d, = d regarded as a map onto B) are split e.uact, then 
(n, v) is a splitting, where 
i -. 
v:c-z- ’ B 4n - C, 
i k E i 
n:C-Z-H-Z-C. 
Thus, for example, if C is the singular complex of a space and H(C) is projective, 
then a spliting exists. Denoting by X L C the kernel of TC, and by Hz2 C the 
image of n, it is clear that X is contractible and Hz is isomorphic to H. These and 
other facts are summarized by the following diagram of maps: 
P n o-x-c-c 
dm 
P P 
**it 
a -\I a 
5 i H, 
K //I’ ,T A IT 
O-B-Z-H-O 
j k 
(1.1) 
d, a express the factorization &a= II, ad= 1. Since dn =0, H,-lf, Z; we define 
5 = Ka, X= kK, K = ai. i, j, k, d,,, are the natural maps, d, being d regarded as a map 
C+B. Thus, ijd,=d. Icd =0 implies ad =0 and hence Kj = 0. Hence K factors 
through H and we get 1 with Ik = K. The homotopy v implies H= Hz, explicitly we 
get Ax= 1, IA = 1. n( 1 - aa) = 0 hence there is p such that 1 - &a = @; and we easily 
derive ,@= 1. Thus a, /I, ~2, B is a splitting of X+C-+H,. We define p = pij. Let 
Q=/?v/~. Then de+ed= 1 X and we define p = S/3@ and find ,0~ = 1. 
We summarize a few other formulas which easily follow from the above: 6 = 0, 
k = kt?K = kri, Akr = a. 
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Pursuing arguments of this kind we can prove that p,p are part of a splitting 
X=B@sB (s is the suspension) with d(b, +s&) =&. Thus, we can prove that 
C =H@B@sB, d 1 H = 0; conversely this implies a splitting in our sense. Thus, our 
homology-split complexes are the ‘split hyper-homology projectives and injectives’ 
of [5, p. 1681. 
Note that in diagram (1.1) i, j,k,d, are ‘natural’, i.e. do not depend on v. The 
remaining maps (denoted by Greek letters) are functorially determined by the 
splitting v. 
Homology-split complexes behave well under tensor product: Let C,C’ be 
homology-split, with splittings (n, v), (R’, v’) respectively. Then we easily see that 
(n@n’, v@l + n@v’) is a splitting for C@ C’. Note that, in the appropriate 
notation H,,,.= Hz@&. In this situation there is a particularly simple version of 
the Kiinneth Theorem: 
Lemma 1.3. Let C, C’ be as above and let the notations of (1.1) be applied to C’ by 
‘priming’ all symbols. Define 
u:H@H’- H(CQ C? 
by the usual definition [t] @ [z’] + [z@z’] and 
o:H(C@C’) -H@H 
as the composition 
H(C@C’)---il,H,~.,=H&Hz, 
X@I 
-H@H 
where A corresponds to 2 for the homology-split complex 
(C~C’,n@n’,v@l+n@v’). 
Then 
u 0 o = identity, TV 0u = identity. 
Remark. Note that, as a result, o is independent of the splittings used in its 
construction. We omit the proof. 
Suppose, now, that C is a differential coalgebra, as well as homology-split; note 
that we do not assume any compatibility between theses structures. In this case 
H= H(C) is itself a coalgebra with coproduct VH, namely the composition 
My/) H=H(C)- H(C@ C) 0 H@H (1.2) 
which is the same as the composition 
aoel 
H-C-C@C 
WGW=t, HOH 
(1.3) 
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In particular, if C is a supplemented coalgebra so that C = R@JZZ@X then Z-Z(C) is 
also a supplemented coalgebra with O-differential and RZfC is defined. 
2. A perturbation lemma 
If C is a supplemented ifferential coalgebra, 6X is a supplemented algebra and 
we can write SZC = R@ZSZC. If C is also homology-split then QZZC is defined, as we 
saw at the end of Section 1,QHC = R@ZsZHC is a supplemented algebra. Through- 
out this section Z will denote Zf2ZZC and for (12 1 and integer, I0 will denote the ideal 
generated by Z ... Z (a factors). 
Proposition 2.1. Suppose a splitting v of C is given. For every integer a? 1 there are 
morphisms, functorially determined by v, 
7,(v)=7,:C-z c--,mfc, 
a,(v) = a0 : RHC - z r QHC 
such that 
(0) a, is a derivation, 
(i) &,7,+7,d=7,U7,modZuf1, 
(ii) a,&,= 0 mod Ia+ *, 
(iii) 7,-7,_I=OmodZ’(70=0), 
(iv) &-a,,_,=0 modZ”(a,,=O), 
(v) a,=O, 
(vi) 7rc= (1oc) =(k&) (CE C) (cf. (1.1)). 
Remark. If f, g: CARHC, then f Ug denotes @(f @g)w where @ is the multiplica- 
tion. Notethatiff=OmodZ”andg=OmodZbthen fUg=OmodZ”+b. 
The statement is clearly true for a= 1 if (v), and (vi) are taken as definitions; if 
h E R, (h) = 0. Next we need the following: 
Lemma 2.1.1. Zf a,, q, for aI b have been defined such that (o), (i), (iii), (iv), (v), 
(vi) are true, then a$+,= 0 mod (I*+*). 
Proof. If h E H, T,(aAh) = (&z&Ah) =(h) by (vi) and (1.1). Hence, by (iii), 
(h) = rb((Elh) + t where t e I*. Hence 
a&o = abTb@h) +a+ (--Qd+ 7bU s&&lh) + a,t mod Zb+’ 
= (TbU 7&Llh) + abt 
because d&=0. Now, by (v) and (iv) i&ZoZ* and hence &,Zb+icZb+* since &, is a 
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derivation. Hence 
abab(h)~ab(Tbu~b)~+ababt modIbf2 
where c= &Ah. After a few more steps - which we omit - one obtains. 
a&,(h) =a&,t mod Ib+2. 
Since the elements (h) are multiplicative generators of KVfC we now argue as 
follows: since &a&b) = (a&,u)u + r@,&,u) and t E I2 it follows that &p&t E I2 and 
hence a&,(h) E I2 for any generator (h). Hence a&t E Z3 and hence &x$,(h) E 13; 
whence a&t E 14, etc., until we reach a&,(h) E Ib+2 where we must stop because 
the calculations are mod Z b+2 Since a&, is a derivative, the lemma follows. .
2.1.2. Proof of Proposition 2.1. Assume appropriate r,,a, have been defined for 
a< b. We shall find rb, &,, b 2 2. We write 
rb=rb_r+Xb, ab=ab-I +Yb 
where xb : C-Z, yb:I+Z are to be found. Because of (iii), (iv) they must satisfy: 
(vii) xb’o, yb=o modIb 
and yb must be a derivation, and must satisfy (i), i.e. 
(ab-~+y)(7b-~+X)+(7b-~+x)d-(Tb_~+X)U(7b_~+X)r0 modIb+* 
where x = Xb, y = yb. 
We now use the inductive hypothesis (together with the lemma at ‘level’ b- 1) 
to remove all terms in lb+‘; after which the condition becomes 
0’) 
Also from the same inductive hypothesis we prove that 
(ab_~7b_~+7b_Id_7b_IUTb_I)d’O (Ib+‘) 
It is in this proof that the lemma (at ‘level’ b- 1) is used. 
Now let &, : C+lb-Ib+ I be the component of 
(2.1) 
ab-l?b-I+fb_Id-Tb-IuTb_l 
in Ib- Ib+‘. Then (2.1) becomes 8bd=O. Also 
yb?b_~=yb(Xb_~+Xb_2+“‘+X2+tl)~ybTl modZb+t 
because ybzrClrcb-‘. 
Hence, finally, the condition to be satisfied by x=.q,, y =yb reduces to (vii) and 
(i”) &,+ybr, +Xbd=O. 
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Using the notations of (1.1) this is satisfied by 
(viii) 
xb= -6+,v, 
I y&)=-8&h (hEH), 
from which (vii) is obvious; (i”) is verified by a brief calculation, keeping in mind 
that ebd =O. This completes the proof of Proposition 2.1. 
2.2. We shall now find an explicit formula for a,: In the notation of 2.1.2, with 
heH, 
4(h) = Yz(h> 
= -9,aAh 
= component of -(a, rt + r, d - ?I U s,)cEAh in I2 - I3 
= (T, U TI)oAh (because a, = 0, s,d = 0) 
=(r~@~&caAh 
= (s-‘Os-‘)(krOkr)WrdLh 
= (s-‘@s-‘)y/Hh by (1.3). 
This is exactly the differential d oH on the cobar construction on H, thus: 
Lemma 2.2.1. a2 = doH. 
Notice, in particular, that a2 does not depend on the splitting (rr, v); this follows 
from (1.2) and the face that u= u-t does not depend on (n, v). 
3. The simply-connected case 
If C is a supplemented co-algebra s2C is usually filtered as follows: 
F42C = G’C if pro, 
=(ZQ)-P if p<O. 
If Cc= R, C, = 0, the generators (c) of SZC are at least l-dimensional and therefore 
(ZQ)ip= 0 if p< n. Thus, using the terminology of [4, p. 3301, the filtration is con- 
vergent above and bounded below. It is also clear that in this case, for any given 
dimension n, the process of Proposition 2.1 is convergent and we obtain: 
Proposition 3.1. Let C be a simply connected, supplemented homology-split co- 
algebra. There exists a differential a : QHC -QHC and a ‘twisting co-chain ’
r : C --, I -*SZHC such that a is a derivation and 
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Also, there are derivations yU (a 2 2) and morphisms x, (ar 1) such that 
5=XI+X2+X3+***, 
az_Y2+_Y3+Y4f**+ 
(but when applied to any given element, the sums arefinite), 
x,c CFT?HC, 
y,,FKJHC c FP-a+‘12HC, 
and, finally, 
Y2=&m 
x,c=(Lzc)=(k~c) (ceC, cf.(l.l)). 
Since we have two different differentials on QHC, we will, to avoid confusion, 
use the following notation: 
QHC = (RHC, dnHc) = the cobar construction on HC, using the 
co-product of (1.2), 
QdHC = (RHC, 13). 
Due to the form of a, with y2FPcFJ’-’ we see that 
S2BHC=EoQaHC=E’12aHC, with d”=O. 
Now, by 2.4* of [3] the twisting co-chain r defines a map of differential algebras 
f :12C+QaHC 
For completeness, we give the proof: 
It suffices to define f on the multiplicative generators (c) =s-‘c, CEJC, and this 
we do by the formula 
fs-’ = T. 
Then 
and 
fds-’ = f { -s-Id+ (s-‘@s-‘)a} 
= -fs-‘d+ (fs-‘@s-‘)a 
=-rd+rUr, 
and hence i!Jf =fd as required. 
Theorem 3.2. f is a homology-isomorphism. 
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Proof. Since f is multiplicative and 7 maps into IG&HC it is clear that f is 
filtration preserving. As we point out before, in the spectral sequence of G$HC, 
do=0 and 
Since 
E”QdHC = EISZdHC = QHC. 
x,CcF-‘s2HC=Z 
and 
x,CCF-~S~HCCI~ if ar2, 
it follows that in f, any component containing an x, with al 2 will decrease 
filtration by 1 and therefore E”(f) is induced by xl alone, i.e. E”(f)s-’ =x1. By the 
simple Kiinneth Theorem, Lemma 1.3, we see, by the usual argument, that 
E ‘SZC = l2HC and E’(f) is induced by 
E’(f)s-‘h =x,(&Ah) = (ht~Ah> = (h) =s-‘h 
where h E H. Thus, as algebras E ‘SzaHC and E ‘QC are both SZHC and E’(f) is the 
identity. 
Hence, since the filtration is convergent above and bounded below, H(f) is an 
isomorphism by [4, Ch. XI, 3.41. 
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